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This quarter’s issues of Gaming Insurrection takes a look back at a system far ahead of its time: Sega’s
Dreamcast. To paraphrase Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, “We have come not to bury the Dreamcast, but to
praise it.”
What’s one of the first things you notice about a game as you’re booting it up? That’s right: We’re examining the sounds of sweet, sweet music at the start of a five-part series on videogame music from some of
the industry’s best. Onward to the dawn light warriors!
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THANK YOU to our former distributor!

Gaming Insurrection on the Web

Contact us!

Visit
www.geocities.com/
gaming_insurrection

E-mail us at

SOFTWARE SECONDS
4508 St. Andrews Road, Suite 3
Columbia, SC 29210
803.798.4014
http://ebay.softwareseconds.com

gaming_insurrection
@
hotmail.com

or
http://nesgrrl81.livejournal.com

Who are we?

Lyndsey Mosley, an avid video gamer and journalist, is
editor of Gaming Insurrection. To make everything possible for the little newsletter that could, Mosley wears quite
a few hats in the process: Copy editor, writer, designer,
web designer and photographer. In her spare time, she can
be found blogging and creating video game music CDs.
Mosley, who works fulltime as copy desk chief of the
Sumter (S.C.) Item, resides in her hometown of Columbia,
S.C., with her husband and parents.

Who is Jamie Mosley? Well, that depends on who
you ask. For some, he is an all-knowing encyclopedia of
’80s hit cartoon “Transformers;” to others he is husband. For GI, J. Mo. - as he prefers to be called - is a
contributor of a quarterly Dungeons and Dragons-based
column. Though he is a newcomer to the world of journalism, Mosley is no stranger to video games: He can
trace his roots back to the NES-era “Metroid.” Let's put
it this way: If you can remember beating Metroid and
various passwords for it, you are one old dude. J. Mo.
resides with the missus at casas des Mosley y Hicks in
Columbia, S.C.
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Cry of War
Lyndsey M. Mosley

Dreamcast gone,
but not forgotten

W

hen I bought my
Dreamcast on
March 30, 2001, I
was proud. I was
happy that three games I wanted were
immediately available — “Capcom vs.
SNK: Millennium Fight 2000,”
“Marvel vs. Capcom 2” and “Crazy
Taxi” — and more were probably
forthcoming. I never imagined that
within 6 months my brother would
say, “You know they’re going to stop
making the Dreamcast, right?”
I covered the Japanese launch of
the system in 1998 for my high school
newspaper. At the time, I ignored it
because it wasn’t useful to me. Import
systems were virtually inaccessible
and too expensive. Two years later,
however, I became a college student
of means. I got a first-hand look at
Sega’s system crafting courtesy of
fellow-Gaming Insurrection staffer
Marcus Barnes, and after hours of
hands-on experience with the system,
I decided to buy one. Through hard
work (over spring break no less), I
saved up the change required and
bought myself a great piece of hardware.
Almost 10 years later, I’m still
enamored with the final Sega console
entry. There are approximately 30
games in my library, with some
hard-to-find titles such as “Project
Justice” and “Typing of the
Dead” (with the keyboard. of course)
and import titles like “Super Street
Fighter II X,” “Puzzle Fighter” and
“Vampire Chronicles.” Some years
ago, I even managed to score an official DC joystick off eBay.
What I love about this system is the
depth of the games — the sheer variety of options. The Dreamcast was
made for fighting games, as the
Naomi engine was specifically built
for these types of games it in the arcade. As an old-school fighting game
fan, the DC was just my kind of system, and that is my primary use for it
today. When I look at my DC, I take a
lot of pride in the fact that I was able
to practice with an arcade-perfect port
and improve my skills in a lot of
games, such as the “Marvel vs. Capcom” and “Street Fighter 3” series.
The Dreamcast was ahead of its
time. Its superb craftsmanship and
design was far superior to any system
offered at the time. With a slick interface and slick graphics, it set the standard for the new generation. With the
Dreamcast, the perfect arcade-to-home port was established; no
longer was it impossible to get the
same experience at home as you got in
the arcade. The Dreamcast set the bar
by which all others are measured.
Where did Sega wrong? First of
all, no support. If you don’t support
your system, then you won’t have a
system for very long. It was as if Sega
just gave up and abandoned all hope
when the PlayStation 2 launched. That
was a shame, really, because Sega
could have competed easily with
Sony. Easily.
Secondly, one side of Sega would
be on top of things and heavily promoting the system, but the other side —
Sega of America — would fumble
when the time came to implement the
plans of Sega of Japan. There’s a reason why Sega-brand arcades are still
around and doing booming business in
Japan, but aren’t even here in America.
Besides the fact that American arcades
are a distant memory, the right hand of
Sega probably wouldn’t have known
what the left hand of Sega was doing.
Finally, you can’t discontinue hardware support for the system if you
expect it to survive and be successful.
About six months after the system
launched in America, Sega inexplicably discontinued stop support for the
official arcade stick. The stick was
popular (and still is), and many gamers were outraged. Seeing Sega give
up with the accessories started a vicious cycle that didn’t end well for
anyone.
Lyndsey Mosley is the editor of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached at gaming_insurrection@hotmail.com.

BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Saturday, March 31, 2001. A day
which will live in infamy in the minds
of gamers. Or, more specifically,
Dreamcast owners. That was the day
Sega decided was the end of production of one of the best systems ever
created.
That was the day the Dreamcast
died.
In its short two years, poor marketing and the large shadow of the Playstation 2 looming killed it. The death
of the system begs the question: What
if? What if Sega marketed the system
correctly? What if Sega hadn’t rushed
the system so soon after the Saturn?
What if the specter of the PS2 hadn’t
been in the background? What would
Sega have done to keep the system
viable?
Those questions may never be answered as the Dreamcast died a painful death.
So what was the Dreamcast? Quite
simply put, ahead of its time.
There were more than 325 games
in its library, most of which were arcade ports. Accessories such as maracas for “Samba De Amigo;” the
Dreamcast mouse and keyboard,
used for games such as “Typing of
the Dead,” “Phantasy Star

LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
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The Sega Dreamcast, which launched in November 1998 in
Japan and September 1999 in the United States, ceased
production in the United States in March 2001.

Online” and “Quake 3;” and the microphone for “Seaman”
offered unique experiences for gamers
hungering for something different.
SegaNet was the first online console component to offer gamers the
ease of communicating through their
games.
Sure, there were things like
Xband for the SNES, Genesis and
Saturn, but SegaNet was the first to
make it easy.

What Sega did was turn the gaming world on its ear with a system
that even by today’s standards is
highly regarded as one of the best
ever.
Although continuous game production in the United States ceased in
2004, a few games are still being released each year in Japan, such as
“Radilgy” in 2007.
At least somewhere, people still
revere the orange beast.

ALL ABOUT THE DREAMCAST
 Accessories for the Dreamcast —
page 3

You need the right gear to get your game on.
We give your our picks for the best and the necessary of the system that no gamer should be without.
 Where to buy Dreamcast products
— page 5

Need to get started and don’t know where to go?
We’ve got a list for you to consider for all your
Dreamcast needs.


Top games — page 5

Don’t just play anything someone tells you. Well,
in the case of the Dreamcast and GI, believe the

hype. Here’s our choices for the system’s top
games.
 Why did the Dreamcast fail?
— page 5

Although Sega would technically be supporting
another system in the next-generation console
wars by now, the Dreamcast left us way too early.
We examine why.

Modding
— page 5

your

Dreamcast

Want to sample good games from the
East? Modding your Dreamcast is the best
way to go about it. We show you how to get it
done.

Dreamcast accessories
Keyboard – To play games like
games like MvC2 and “Street
“Typing of the Dead” and “Phantasy
Fighter Alpha 3”), auto fire and
Star Online,” you need a way to type
slots for the VMU and Tremor
in response. The
Official
Pack.
Dreamcast Keyboard is perfect.
PlayStation to DC
It functions and
adapter
–
is designed like
We’ve
rea real keyboard Official S
cently seen
ega D
ream
except for the S1-S3
different
cast
Keyb
oard
keys at the bottom where a
adapters
for
Windows home key would be.
this purpose, but the
one we’ve had the most success with
Six-button controller – GI recomis the Innovation adapter. The adapter
mends picking up either the Official
makes a number of games easily playSega Joystick (we got ours on eBay in
able by providing a better control
2004 in a $75 bidding war) or a descheme. The PlayStation button setup
cent
sixtranslates well, and the Innovation
button
pad
adapter features VMU and PC keysuch as the
board support. That’s very helpful
Quantum
when you can’t
Fighting Pad.
find a DC keyThe Quantum
board.
Fighter Pad
was discovVMU – If you
ered at Amawant to save your
Quantum Fighter
zon.com in
games, these are
pad
2004
for
the ultimate acces$5.29. The
sory. They come in
controller
a variety of colors,
VMU
features proand we at GI found
gra m m a b l e
it easier to put like-game saves on
b u tt on s
cards of the same color. For example,
(helpful in
our fighting games go on a black card
Coder’s cable

Official Sega Dreamcast Joystick

PlayStation to Dreamcast adapter

because we have a lot of those. Our
import games go on a green card and
adventure games go on blue cards.
Dreamcast to PC coder’s cable –
If you want to connect your DC to
your PC, you need this serial bus cable. The only drawback is that the
software needed is extremely
difficult to find these days. Download
the software at your own risk.
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The Sages’ Chronicles
By James T. L. Mosley

Welcome to the
sages’ D&D cavern

G

reetings. Welcome to
Sage’s Chronicles.
Each issue, we will
discuss ways to improve your gaming sessions when
playing Dungeons and Dragons or
D&D. We will also have short stories
or hooks for dungeon masters to use
when they can’t figure out where the
next adventure will begin. These stories are just ideas to use and can be
changed at anytime however the dungeon master sees fit.
Every gaming group is different as
well as every gaming sessions. But
there are common quirks to D&D
groups around the world. There is the
person who is never on time. There
are players whose characters seem to
magically get new stuff every session.
There is the dungeon master that
seems to show favoritism to certain
people. There is always someone in
the group that wants to challenge the
dungeon master. These are some issues that can ruin the game for everyone.
Let’s break down the different
roles of the game. There is the dungeon master, or DM for short. You
will hear talk about the DMs calling
themselves the end-all-be-all in their
world. You will hear them say that
they are gods among mortals. I and
other players have even heard them
say that they have the lives of
players’ characters in their hands.
These statements are not exactly
true.
It is the DM’s job to create the
universe in which the players’ characters, or PCs for short, will adventure.
They create the people the PCs have
to interact with and the towns in
which they travel. They are the voice
of almost every creature in that universe. Almost. The players have their
own voice and free will. The DM cannot at anytime force players to do
what they want, unless they are advancing the story line. Forcing their
will on the player makes him or her
feel they are not in control of their
characters. Remember, that your responsibility as a DM is to ensure that
the players are having an enjoyable
time.
Besides, all that hard work you
put in plot lines and traps can be replaced with a mere video game console.
The second role belongs to the
PCs. The PCs are the driving force in
any world the DM can create. Without
them, no real plot can be developed.
Some players take great pains in designing their characters. They come
up with background stories and goals
they want for their characters. They
feed the DM ideas about what they
want with comments such as, “It
would be funny if there were zombies
to start rising up out of the graveyards,” and “I wonder if we can become counselors to the king.” But the
players must remember that they are
in a world developed by the DM.
There is a set story that the DM has
come up with and to some degree
must be followed.
Think of it as you are in a science
fiction book and the tale is being written while you are playing.
The third role in a gaming party
goes to diverters. Diverters are anything at the gaming session that distract members of the gaming party.
This can be, but not limited to, pets,
televisions, alcohol and significant
others. Most of the time these are insignificant distractions, but they can
cause a problem. If you get too distracted, you delay the group by having
to catch up on the story and that hurts
everyone.
Until next issue, keep creating
adventures for players to cause havoc
in.
James T. L. Mosley is a regular
columnist and contributor for Gaming
Insurrection. He can be reached at
gaming_insurrection@hotmail.com.
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Editor’s note: This is the first of a five-part series
examining the art of videogame music.

BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

T

he year was 1988. I was a wee gaming lass –
7 years old and wearing glasses to improve
my eyesight. Thankfully, there was nothing
wrong with my hearing. I was just getting
my feet wet with videogames and along came “Super
Mario Bros.” on the NES. Super Mario Bros. was not my
first game on the NES, but it was the first that had music I
paid attention to.

Game music was and still is in the minds of many gamers. A game’s soundtrack can make or break the play experience. As I type this feature, I’m listening to the Super
Smash Bros. Brawl soundtrack, one that was created with
the love of gamers in mind.
What can game music offer you? It immerses the
gamer in the surroundings. Suddenly, with the Super
Mario theme playing, you are in the Mushroom Kingdom
fighting Bowser’s minions. With the Legend of Zelda
theme you are on your way to different dungeons in Hyrule attempting to defeat Ganon for Princess Zelda’s hand.
Take a trip down memory lane with our five-part series
on one of the gaming industry’s venerable pieces – veritable music to your ears.

SUPER MARIO SERIES
“Super Mario Bros.” hit the scene
in 1985 on the NES and never
looked back. Koji Kondo, responsible for the majority of the music in
the series as well as the main
theme, created a masterpiece that
despite its simplicity has stood the
test of time for more than 20
years.
Who doesn’t know the main
theme to Mario? If you don’t check
out this CD, which was released in
Japan only. Titled “Famicom Sound
History Series - Mario the Music,” it
contains every song (43 tracks in
all) from every Mario game
Photo courtesy of GameMusic.com
produced for the Famicom “Famicom Sound History Series—Mario the Music”
and NES.
If it’s a Mario game, chances are the
Series top three
music will be memorable and superb.
“Super Mario Bros. theme” – “Super
The Mario series continued this tradiMario
Bros.”
tion with the leap to the SNES, N64
“Giant Land” – “Super Mario Bros. 3”
and GameCube. Composer Kenji Ya“Castle background” – “Super Mario
mamato created songs for the series’
World”
later entries.

LEGEND OF ZELDA SERIES
“The Legend of Zelda” series has
always inspired adventure. Excellent
themes have always been apart of
the series, and as always Koji
Kondo’s use of simplistic themes and
approach shows.
The “Legend of Zelda” series also
was given the history approach with
“Nintendo Sound History Series Zelda the Music.” The disc was produced only in Japan and includes 70
songs spanning eight games
throughout Nintendo’s history.
Photo courtesy of GameMusic.com
Series top three
“Famicom Sound History Series—Zelda the Music”
1. “Saria’s Song” – “The Legend of
Zelda: Ocarina of Time”
2. “Theme of Legend of Zelda” – “The Leg3. “Song of Storms” - “The Legend of
end of Zelda”
Zelda: Ocarina of Time”

HONORABLE MENTION

“Wordtris” by
Spectrum
Holobyte
Photo
courtesy
of Gamefaqs.com

“Wordtris”
Created in 1993, “Wordtris” is a
puzzle game in the vein of
“Scrabble” where you make words
for points with random letters. The
music fits the carnival scenes in
the background perfectly and is
quite memorable. There are 10
stages, and each stage has a
strong theme.
Please see Videogame music, page 6
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Top Dreamcast games
The Dreamcast had more than 325
official games in its library. Here are
GI’s favorites – which are actually
still in our library – and the controller
we recommend.

Why did the
Dreamcast fail?

Page 5

Marvel vs. Capcom 2 – Known
for polarizing the tournament-going
masses, MvC2 managed to sneak in
our top list. The port from arcade to
home was perfect, and it didn’t require much to play it by way of accessories (or skill, for the matter).
Recommended controller: Official
Sega Joystick, Quantum Fighter
Pad.

the fact that everyone who seriously
played the game used top-tier characters Blanka and Sagat as anchors for
their teams. Eagle was and always
will be a favorite.* Recommended
controller: Official Sega Joystick,
PS/PS2 to DC adapter.

BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION
Editor’s note: This is an editorial on why
the Dreamcast is no longer with us. Feel free
to disagree or agree.

The Dreamcast, in my opinion,
was one of the best systems ever
made. It had unique titles that bustled
with imagination, great ports of arcade games and importing was easy if
you wanted a little Japanese flavor in
the United States.
So why is it that the Dreamcast is
no longer around?
Quite frankly, the Dreamcast didn’t fail Sega. Sega failed the Dreamcast.
The Dreamcast’s fate was sealed
before it launched. Many developers
didn’t want to support the system
because Sega had already failed with
the bungled mess that was the Sega
CD, 32X and Saturn. There was a lot
of reluctance on the part of publishers
because Sega was quickly trying to
get rid of the Saturn to make room for
the Dreamcast.
Couple publishers’ resistance for
support and the hype of the PlayStation 2 and you get a recipe for
failure. Sega’s marketing side wasn’t
on top of things, either. Instead of
pushing back against the Sony hype
machine, it came across to gamers as
Sega giving up. Internal strife at the
time among Sega’s top brass in
America and the fact that Sega was
taking a loss on each system didn’t
help matters, either.
I honestly think Sega should have
stuck with the Dreamcast and give it a
better chance for survival. It was
ahead of its time in terms of features
and the ability to offer arcade ports.
Nine years after the U.S. Dreamcast launch, we’re still playing
Dreamcast games and using Sega’s
products. And a little known fact is
that the DC lives on in the XBox 360.
That’s right, Sega helped Microsoft
with the Xbox 360 design and XBox
Live support.
At least the Dreamcast lives on in
homes across the U.S. in some successful way.

Marvel vs. Capcom – The first
Marvel/Capcom crossover game on
Dreamcast holds a special place in
our hearts at GI. Maybe because it
was a little easier to play, or maybe
because it didn’t incite riots in the
arcade like MvC2, we’ll never know.
But we do know this: Get thee a sixbutton and get to fighting with this
arcade-perfect port. Recommended
controller: Official Sega Joystick,
Quantum Fighter Pad (six-button)
Guilty Gear X – GGX was one of
those one-in-a-million fighting games
that made us like to play our DC.
Great music, stunning graphics and a
fast-paced engine made it an instant
part of GI’s DC library.* Recommended controller: PS/PS2 to DC
adapter.
Project Justice – Any sequel to
“Rival Schools” is a great game. You
can’t go wrong with the three-onthree action added in PJ. The music is
wonderful and again, it’s a sequel to
“Rival Schools.” Do we need to say
more? Oh yeah, get the import version because some American versions
lock up even on American machines.* Recommended controller:
PS2 to DC adapter.
Capcom vs. SNK: Millennium
Fight 2000 – The long-awaited team
up between rivals produced a stellar
game. The music was awesome and
the graphical presentation was polished. Yes, Morrigan needed a sprite
update but it really didn’t matter because the surrounding gameplay was
fun. Well, that is until your Ratio 2,
Ratio 1, Ratio 1 team is destroyed by
a Ratio 4. Recommended controller: Official Sega Joystick, PS/PS2
to DC adapter.
Capcom vs. SNK 2: Millionaire
Fighting 2001 – The update to the
gameplay made this sequel worth
picking up. The music was OK, but it
was the fact that Capcom added four
more grooves and the Free Ratio System that made it fun. And we do hate

Street
Fighter 3: Third Strike – The
arcade favorite came home with
slight timing differences but it was
still a good game. Once Capcom finally learned to count to three, the
action got a little better. Recommended controller: Official Sega
Joystick, PS/PS2 to DC adapter.
Super Street Fighter 2 Turbo X:
For Matching Service – One the
greatest Street Fighter games never to
be officially released on a console …
until now. What we love about the
game is that it made the aging “Street
Fighter 2” look good. As far as fighting games go, it had it all: the introduction of super moves, established
tiers and familiar characters. It even
had online service, hence the Matching Service part. We love Street
Fighter.* Recommended controller:
Official Sega Joystick, PS/PS2 to
DC adapter.
Vampire Chronicles For Matching Service – What we love about
this game is the fact that it’s not separate games. Instead of having to play
the different releases of Capcom’s
Vampire series (Darkstalkers for you
non-importers), you
could pit, say, a
Vampire
Hunter
Donovan versus a
Vampire Morrigan
and both would retain their respective
games’ engine characteristics. Also, like
SSF2 Turbo X, it had
the matching service
in Japan. Not to mention we love the music on Donovan’s
hidden “Revenger’s
Roost” remix.* Recommended controller: Official Sega
Joystick, PS/PS2 to
DC adapter.

Crazy Taxi – When you’ve
played the game long enough to
know that memorizing the city layout is key, know
which passengers
take too long,
know the cycle of
the
game’s
songs
and
know that getting that $1,000plus fare through the wallhugging crazy slide glitch in
Original is crucial to getting more
than $25,000, you know you’ve
played too much Crazy Taxi. And for
the record, GI’s highest total in Original is $32,000 after playing for two
hours with Gina. Recommended
controller: Original Dreamcast
controller.
Typing of the Dead – A keyboarding game/typing tutor based off
the House of the Dead engine. Who
would have thought this would be
hot? Well, it is because they
keyboarding part is awesome. The
sentences that the game programmers
came up with for you to type to destroy the zombies are hilarious. It
makes one long for the days of
10th grade keyboarding class all
over again. Reco mmended
controller: Dreamcast keyboard,
original Dreamcast controller in
Port B.
Honorable mention
Ikaruga
Sonic Adventure
Soul Calibur
Super Puzzle Fighter 2 Turbo: For
Matching Service*
Chu Chu Rocket
NBA 2K
Garou: Mark of the Wolves*
Gunbird 2
* = The import version is recommended and, in some cases, may be
the only version produced.

How to mod
your Dreamcast
If you were following our
advice and decided to play
some of our favorite games,
you’d notice there’s some on
the list that are import titles.
Importing is expensive yet
good.

LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
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The DC-X is one of three ways to play import games on a Sega Dreamcast.

Places to buy Dreamcast products
Physical stores
Software Seconds
4508 Saint Andrews Road #3
Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798-4014
http://stores.ebay.com/SOFTWARE-SECONDS
Videogame Cavern
3058 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Taylors, SC 29687
(864) 322-2003

http://videogamecavern.com
Online stores – These are our preferred stores
online to do business with for Dreamcast accessories and games.
Software Seconds online at eBay
Playasia.com
YesAsia
NCSX.com
Modchipstore.com
Amazon.com

Method No. 1 – Swap discs
This method involves using
boot discs that are easily
bought. The theory behind swap
discs is tricking the Dreamcast
bios into thinking that you have
a system from the same region
as the game you’re trying to
play.
What the swap disc does is
load a bios from the region
thereby allowing you to bypass
the regional lockout settings.
The two most popular and reliable are DC-X and the Gameshark.
The DC-X is easy to
use. You just put the disc in, let
the DC boot up, swap the discs
when prompted, close the
drive and let the game boot
up. Very simple. It can be found
at PlayAsia.com and National
Console Support (NCSX.com).

Using the Gameshark works
like the DC-X except you can
select cheat codes.
Method No. 2 – Chipping
systems
Mod chipping the system is
possible. You can do it yourself
with a soldering iron and prepurchased chip or you can purchase an already-modded system. They are available at Software Seconds or NCSX. Instructions on soldering can be
found online. Be forewarned:
Systems can be irreparably
damaged through soldering.
Method No. 3 – Buying an
out-of-region system
Purchasing a PAL
(European) or Japanese system
to play PAL or Japanese games
is the third possible option for
importing. Import DC systems
can be bought a variety of
places online. When buying the
system, make sure you are able
to play the games. Knowing the
difference between NTSC and
PAL region encoding makes all
the difference.
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WHERE TO GO FOR YOUR MUSIC
If you want to purchase music
or free downloads are your thing
(provided that you own the original game), there are several options.
Purchasing music
If buying music, there are several reputable places to choose
from.
Amazon.com - The online giant
usually deals in rare and imported
videogames as well as soundtracks.
GameMusic.com – Although,
quite a few soundtracks are out
of stock at times, the shop is
easy to buy and from and reliable. They also have sheet music
for musicians.
PlayAsia.com and
YesAsia.com – Both deal in all
thing Eastern so it’s a safe bet
there will be videogame soundtracks available. Both sites are
good to deal with and a variety
of game soundtracks.
Downloading music
If you want free music and
have the games on cartridge or
disc, feel free to check out these
sites:
Galbadia Hotel
(gh.ffshrine.org/) - Galbadia Hotel is THE place to go for videogame soundtracks. There are so
many games to choose from in
the MP3 section that you’d be
hard-pressed not to find what
you’re looking for. New soundtracks are added daily, and import soundtracks are available.
Did we mention that you can
also get emulated music as well
as commercials for several
games? Best part of it all: It’s all
free. You can also register for
their forums, which contain
many threads on music that may
not be on the main site. See our
pullout on how to download
songs.
Metroid Database
(www.classicgaming.com/mdb)
– The Metroid Database is the
place to go for all things Metroid.
If it’s music you’re looking for,
come here for music specifically
from the Metroid games.

Photo from the Metroid Database

“Super Metroid: Sound in Action.”

METROID SERIES
If there were ever an adventure
game that required deep, thoughtprovoking music, “Metroid” is it.
Hip Tanaka’s intense melodies provided the backdrop for one of the
most challenging exploration
games ever made on the NES.
“Super Metroid” and its follow-ups
on the GameCube and Wii have followed in the original game’s footsteps.

One of the best Metroid soundtracks created is “Super Metroid:
Sound in Action.” If you’ve ever
played through “Super Metroid,”
you’d find that the music is the
most appropriate in this game.
Series top three
“Kraid’s theme” – “Metroid”
“Red Swampy Soil Area – Brinstar”
– “Super Metroid”
“Title” – “Metroid”

HOW TO DOWNLOAD FROM GALBADIA HOTEL
Gaming Insurrection recommends creating an account with Galbadia Hotel. Though it’s not
required for downloading, it’s recommended to support the site.
The easiest way to download from the site is to run the music through a media player such
as Winamp or Windows Media Player.

1. Select the game
and the track that
you
want
to
download.
In
our
example, we will use
“Open Your Heart”
from “Sonic Adventure 1 – Director’s
Cut.” Click the game
title to bring up the
list of tracks available.

3.
Open
your
media
player.
Choose
File

Open Url. Rightclick and select
paste to put in the
file’s url.

2. Click the track
title to bring up its
page. Right-click
the link that says
“click here.” Select
“Copy link location.”
This will copy the
link’s location for
you to use in your
chosen media
player. For this example we are using
Windows Media
Player 11.

4. Select OK for the file
to play. After the file
loads and begins playing, you can save it.
Choose File  Save As
to save your file. Files
save in mp3 format for
easy listening!
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‘Castlevania’ brings back memories
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY

GAME INFORMATION

GAMING INSURRECTION

“Castlevania.”
That name alone invokes a lot of
memories in me. I specifically remember being 8 years old the first
time I booted it up in my NES. Of
course, I had to blow in the cartridge
just to get it to play, but I finally got it
working. Thus began my long and
difficult journey with one of the most
frustratingly endearing games of the
8-bit era.
“Castlevania” is addictive.
“C a s t leva n i a ” i s fru s t rat in g.
“Castlevania” is … fun. Strangely
enough, if you can get past the lack of
jumping skills in our hero Simon Belmont, you will find a deeply engaging
game. There was no storyline spelled
out for you. You just went from area
to area fighting mythological creatures until you found Dracula. My
only problem was that I couldn’t
make it past the Mummy Bros. consistently.
Yeah, I know, it’s the Mummy
Bros. But hey, it was hard.
“Castlevania” is one of my favorites to play because of its music. I
bought the soundtracks from GameMusic.com simply because of the first

Name: “Castlevania”
Developer: Konami Industry Co.,
Ltd.
Publisher: Konami
Year released: 1987
Rating: 3 out of 5

game (and well, Super Castlevania
IV, too). I liked the compositions a
great deal and I thought they fit the
backgrounds really well. Everything
felt desolate and creepy, the way a
game about fighting Dracula and his
minions should feel.
While I love the game for its artistic value, if someone could please
find a way to be rid of Medusa heads,
thank you. I hate Medusa heads. The
creatures were so prevalent in the
game that even today we sometimes
refer to other games’ creatures as Medusa-head-like if they: 1. Cause you
to miss a jump in a platformer; 2.
Knock you off a platform you thought
you made safely, causing you to fall
to your doom; or 3. Generally cause
annoyance as you are trying to make
it onto a ledge or checkpoint while
causing damage.
We can all thank Konami for this
abomination in video gaming culture.

LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
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Simon Belmont faces off against ghoulies in the first level of
Konami’s “Castlevania” for the NES.

‘Ninja Gaiden’ a fine start for Tecmo’s ninja saga
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION
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Tecmo presents. 1989. Nothing quite
evokes goose bumps for me like “Ninja
Gaiden” on NES.
“Ninja Gaiden” was one those games
that everyone played but very few beat.
The difficulty, legendary by today’s
standards, still stands out. What I noticed about the game originally was the
fact that it had great music. Even today,
that music is still memorable and has a
good beat. Someone at Tecmo did their
jobs if I can remember music almost 20
years old.
The controls were a little strange but
they worked. Usually, you memorized a
section that gave you trouble and you
worked until you could pass that point.
What makes it frustrating for me now is
that I can see where my lack of hand and
eye coordination made the game a little
more difficult. However, some of that
was the game designers’ fault, too. The
Medusa-head like birds were a pain, to
be honest.
However, if you ever get a chance to
pick up an old favorite, I highly recom-

Ryu Hyabusa stars in Tecmo’s
Ninja Gaiden for NES.

mend “Ninja Gaiden.” It brings back
many a fond memory for me and is at
the top of my NES must-have list.

GAME INFORMATION
Name: “Castlevania”
Developer: Konami Industry Co., Ltd.
Publisher: Konami
Year released: 1987
Rating: 3 out of 5
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‘Brawl’ a good fight for Wii

LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
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Mario, Donkey Kong, Kirby and Samus return with 27 others in “Super Smash Bros. Brawl,” Nintendo’s third entry in the Smash
Bros. franchise.

Nintendo’s flagship fighter returns for third franchise entry
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

“Super Smash Bros.” has come back
on the scene after an absence since
2003. Like its predecessors – “Super
Smash Bros.” in 1999 and “Super
Smash Bros. Melee” in 2003 – “Super
Smash Bros. Brawl” has become a fan
favorite as soon as it hit store shelves.
Several new characters join the fray
this time around such as Zero Suit
Samus from the Metroid series, Pit
from “Kid Icarus,” Meta Knight and
King DeeDeeDee from the Kirby series
and Wario from the Wario Land series.
The character unlock methods vary,
such as completing the new Subspace
Emissary adventure mode or playing a
certain number of matches. With the
new characters the roster of Nintendo –
and now third-party fighters – reaches
31, a hefty number that you can play
around with. We like the new character
additions because although they bear
some resemblance to established characters, they aren’t just cookie-cutter
fighters who have carbon copy moves.
Brawl cleaned up the unnecessary
clones of Melee and made half the roster new. You cannot go wrong with
that.
The game mechanics are what you
really care about, and I’m happy to say
they’ve remained relatively unchanged

from Melee. There were
two things I really
appreciated about
Brawl’s mechanics:
the ability to use a
Gamecube controller and customize the setup;
and the fact
that
the
mechanics
remained
untouched.
Brawl doesn’t try to do anything fancy with its
play. It literally was
designed so that anyone
can pick up the game
and get started,
whether you are a
veteran or newbie to
the series.
Brawl’s
modes
are
what
make
the game. With
an improved adventure mode in Subspace Emissary and the ability to go co
-op in it and a majority of the other
modes, Brawl’s depth has been increased tenfold over Melee. The inclusion of online play is also an added
bonus.
However, I have a bone to pick with
Nintendo over the online play: Why on
Earth is it so hard to get a good connected match and stay in it? I am well
aware that the closer you are to your
opponents, the less lag. But it would
have been wonderful to be able to select where you want to fight, like in
most DS games where you select the
region or worldwide.

Other than that, though, I have no
problems with the multiplayer modes
of Brawl – arguably its biggest
strength.
The music is also standout in
Brawl. Nintendo really back into
its vaults and pulled up some
treasures. Nintendo did right
by its longtime fans and even
by the third-party characters’
fans. The opening theme will set
the mood for Brawl and
subsequent music is
delightful. What I
really liked about
Brawl was the way
the opening theme is
translated to different genres. There’s
something for everyone
here.
The extras such as the
stage builder are fantastic. I was excited from
the beginning about the
ability to design my own stages
for my friends and I to play. Once I
began using the mode, I could immediately see how the game designers came
up with stages and their thought processes. The modes are relatively easy to
get into and begin work.
When Nintendo set out with the
Smash Bros. series in 1999, I don’t
think it expected the response that the
games have evoked. I have been a
Smash fan since the beginning, and I
think Brawl is a great farewell to longtime fans. Because let’s face it: Brawl
is the end-all, be-all for the franchise.
As much as I hate it, I believe Brawl is
it for our beloved Nintendo fighter.
Thank you, Nintendo. We love
Smash!

MY SMASH BROS.
RECOLLECTION

I

first began playing
“Super Smash Bros.”
when it was released
on the Nintendo 64. I
was impressed not by the
graphics, but by the depth of
the game. Smash Bros. is one
of those games that’s so simple to play, yet deceptively
hard to master.
I first heard about Smash
Bros. when I read an issue of
Electronic Gaming Monthly in
April 1999. The magazine had
a preview and I was so enthralled with the pictures that
I immediately counted down
to the game’s release. I purchased the game in July 1999
and have been playing ever
since. My first character was
Samus, the love of my gaming
life. I learned Samus’ moves
first and to this day I still play
her as my main character. I’ve
learned other characters since
then but I always come back
to Samus. With each release in
the series, I start with Samus
and learn what she has new.
With Brawl, there was no difference. I am learning Zero
Suit Samus and working to
keep my Samus effective …
and scary.
Brawl to me is the series’
send-off. I waited patiently
after the Wii was announced
to see if there would be another Smash and I was duly
rewarded for my patience.
After having played the game
and worked with it, I think this
is Nintendo’s love letter to its
fan. This is Nintendo’s way of
saying thank you for sticking
around and investing in us.
No, thank you, Nintendo. I
appreciate the effort and the
hard work you put into Brawl.
It makes this old hand proud
to see you come out on top
with something this good.
A Smash fan,

Photo courtesy of Gamespot.com

The full cast of “Super Smash Bros. Brawl.”

Lyndsey M.
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Diddy Kong from “Donkey Kong Country”
fame joins the fray for “Super Smash Bros.
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Super
Smash Bros.
Brawl

Smash veterans Samus, Donkey Kong, Mario and Link battle on the Mario Circuit stage.

Kirby executes his final smash against Luigi and Ike at Delfino Plaza.

Ganondorf
and Peach
attempt to
avoid
Falco’s
Landmaster final
smash.

W

Zero Suit Samus makes an appearance after Samus
uses her final smash.

e at
“Gaming
Insurrection” are
longtime Smash fans. Enjoy
some photos we took using
the snapshot feature in the
game.

Peach
uses her
final
smash
during a
multiplayer
match.

